The Enduring Tale of
Beatrix Potter
by Val Baynton
‘Once upon a time there were four little Rabbits, and their names
were Flopsy, Mopsy, Cotton-tail, and Peter.’ This, the opening
sentence of The Tale of Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter, must be one
of the most famous openings to a children’s book. First published
privately by Potter, it began her career as a children’s author, but it
represents just one aspect of the life of this extraordinary lady. A
fuller biography was explored in the film Miss Potter, released in the
UK on 5th January 2007, which told the story of how Beatrix
developed her artistic and story-telling abilities from a young age and
rebelled against the conventions of the time by refusing to marry for
the sake of it. The film, starring Renée Zellweger as Beatrix Potter
and Ewan McGregor as Norman Warne, received mixed reviews with
some critics describing it as ‘twee’ and not liking the way Beatrix’s
drawings of characters such as Peter Rabbit or Jemima Puddleduck
were animated. Others described it as ‘enchanting’, ‘the right balance
of pathos, humour and romance’ and ‘an entertaining trifle, but a
trifle nevertheless.’
One of the best biographies published about Beatrix Potter is by
Judy Taylor. Beatrix Potter Artist, Storyteller and Countrywoman,
recounts Potter’s story from her Victorian childhood in London to her
final years farming in the Lake District. Regarded as a standard work
on Beatrix Potter’s life, the book has been updated regularly to
include fresh material and previously unpublished photographs that
have come to light.
From an early age Beatrix was fascinated by all animals and she
had unusual pets such as newts and bats as well as more accepted
favourites like rabbits. She spent hours watching and drawing them.
In 1890 she sent sketches to the greeting card publisher,
Hildesheimer and Faulkner, who used some for Christmas Cards and
to illustrate the book, A Happy Pair, by Frederick Weatherley. This
book, only ten copies are believed to exist, comes up for sale from
time to time. Over the last decade four copies have sold at Sotheby’s
realising £18,000 in July 2006, £13,750 in December 09, US$ 31,250
in June 2012 and £8,125 in December 2013. Beatrix also sent her
hand painted cards to her relations and friends, and depending on the
subject matter these sell extremely well at auction ranging from
£13,000 to more than £100,000.
It was in the 1890s that Beatrix Potter sent an illustrated letter
telling the tale of Peter Rabbit to Noel Moore, a young invalid, and
this became the basis of her first book The Tale of Peter Rabbit. A
copy of the privately published edition of 250, printed in 1901, sold
for £20,000 in December 2008 at Sothebys, London. Frederick
Warne, after seeing the success of this black and white volume, asked
Beatrix to supply coloured sketches and in 1902 the book was republished. First editions of all her works are valuable, especially if
in good condition. If you have a book that’s been passed down
through the family it may be worth getting it checked out.
Merchandise linked to her tales was soon available with a Peter
Rabbit doll, board game and wall paper designs all dating from the
early 1900s. Most desirable is a Peter Rabbit by Steiff dating from
1905 and dressed in blue jacket and red slippers, good examples are
rare: expect to pay from £2,000.
Beatrix was keen to develop ceramic studies of her characters and
according to Louise Irvine, (introduction to John Beswick and Royal
Albert Beatrix Potter Figures, UKI Ceramics 1992), Beatrix
contacted the art director at Royal Doulton’s Lambeth pottery about
reproducing them, but Beatrix thought the prototype designs ugly. In
1917, Grimwade Pottery in Stoke on Trent sent samples but Beatrix
criticised the decoration, but eventually, in 1922, Grimwade’s
produced nurseryware using Beatrix’s designs from the Tale of Peter
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Rabbit. A set recently sold at Bamfords for £450,
despite some damage and without the much prized
presentation box. The first ceramic sculptures were
produced by John Beswick. Lucy, wife of the
managing director, Ewart Beswick, is credited with
the initial idea while on a family holiday in the Lake
District in 1947. Art director Jim Hayward acted
promptly on the suggestion and by 1952, twenty-one
characters were in the range, nine of these remained in
production, although some with colour or glaze variations, until the collection was withdrawn at the end of
2002. Over 100 distinct models were made. Those
with colour variations or alterations due to production
issues are more sought after than others. In addition
there are many backstamp variations which can affect
values. Between 1989 and 1998 the figures all carried
a Royal Albert backstamp but all other production
factors - staff, factory and method remained the same.
In the 1970s, the suggested retail price, including
VAT at 8%, for a standard single figure was £3.60, by
1984 with VAT at 15% it was £7.95, by 2002 prices
reflected the complexity of the sculpture and varied
from £18 for Miss Moppet to £39 for Jeremy Fisher
Catches a Fish. Double figures and limited editions
always cost more.
The secondary market has fluctuated dramatically
over the years. Duchess with Flowers, one of two
studies of the dog who appeared in The Tale of the Pie
and the Patty Pan, was made between 1955 and 1967
but was never very popular hence its rarity today. It
sold in March 2014 for £660, which is a much lower
value than has often been achieved, with other sales
between 2000 and 2013 being nearer £1,000. Factors
may have been that this particular sale, at Frank
Marshall in Knutsford, featured two other rare pieces,
which sold for £1,250 and £1,550, its condition or its
backstamp. Duchess With Pie, despite being made for
a shorter period (1979-1982) is less rare, selling more
in the region of £50-£100.
The two other figures sold at Frank Marshall were
Pigling Bland and a prototype of Simpkin. Pigling
Bland, made from 1955 to 1998, is known in two
colourways, with either a deep maroon or a lighter
lilac jacket. The Marshall example was rare because it
was the earlier darker jacket and it carried the gold
circle backstamp, catalogued as BP-1a. This backstamp was only used on a few examples of figures
introduced after 1954/5, its design being replaced by
the gold oval backstamp, which remained in
production until 1972. Hence, the occurrence of the
earlier mark on this Pigling Bland would suggest it
was one of the very first to be made.
Five other figures that also rarely appear with the
gold circle mark are Duchess with Flowers, Johnny
Town-Mouse, Mrs Rabbit first version, Tailor of
Gloucester first version and Tommy Brock first
version, first variation. The mark much more
frequently appears on eighteen other studies. The
Charlton Standard Catalogue to Beswick Collectables
lists all you need to know about backstamps, colour
and modelling variations, and production dates and
gives useful scarcity information.
Values of standard figures vary and it’s easy to pick
up a lot of ten to twenty studies for between £100 to
£200 so if you are looking to start a collection,
without concern for backstamp or particular rarity,
then this is a good way to begin. Clearly some pieces
might be damaged, especially ears and other
outstretched parts, so will need checking.
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